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Future engineers need to be competitive in today’s expanding global industries. They
must have capabilities beyond standard engineering practice. In an attempt to develop
students capable of working in a globally distributed design and manufacturing
environment, Oregon State University (OSU) and Duale Hochschule BadenWürttemberg Ravensburg (DHBW) have developed a senior capstone design project
in which students design, build, test and race two identical Formula SAE race cars as
a fully collaborative effort. The main intention of this project was to develop an
innovative educational experience for students entering into today’s globalized
engineering society. In order to accomplish that goal, the project’s team management
structure had to be developed to allow the project to be sustainable year-to-year and
yet highly functional. Data exchange and communication tools were developed to allow
students to accomplish their everyday tasks as a member of a distributed design team.
Finally global supply chain issues were addressed through the creation and
implementation of a custom part information tool allowing parts to be distributed to the
two schools. After three years of developing collaboration tools and procedures,
students were able to learn and apply practical skills beyond the classroom in an
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international engineering setting. Ultimately, students participating in this project would
become highly desirable engineering graduates through their experience working as a
member of an internationally distributed design and manufacturing team. This paper
discusses the steps taken to develop the management, data and communication tools
necessary for OSU and DHBW to work collaboratively on a Formula SAE racing
vehicle. This paper was also intended as an outline for other schools; it conveys the
lessons learned and the requirements necessary for universities to collaborate on
student engineering projects.
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Introduction

As global product design and development continues to expand in today’s society, it is
no longer enough for graduating engineers to simply have engineering, business and
technology skills, [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. In order for future engineers to be competitive
in expanding global industries they must have skills to communicate technical
information across international borders and to understand cultural differences and
international regulations. They must be able to work as a team regardless of the
members’ geographic location [7], [8]. In an attempt to develop students capable of
working in a globally distributed design and manufacturing environment, the advisors
for the Formula Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) racing teams from Oregon
State University (OSU), a Land Grant University from the United States and Duale
Hochschule Baden-Württemberg Ravensburg (DHBW), a Cooperative State University
from Germany, have developed a senior capstone design project in which students
design, build, test and race two identical Formula SAE race cars as a fully
collaborative effort. In this project the schools’ two Formula SAE teams would combine
forces to become the Global Formula Racing (GFR) team.
Formula SAE is a collegiate student design competition organized by SAE
International® in which student teams design, build and race an open wheeled
Formula style race car according to rules published by SAE International [9]. The
concept behind Formula SAE is that a fictional manufacturing company has contract a
design team to develop a small Formula-style race car [10]. This prototype design
would then be evaluated for its quality of design, marketability, manufacturability, cost
and racing performance.
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Designing and manufacturing two identical Formula SAE race cars with a distributed
design team of students located in two countries, separated by an ocean and nine time
zones, would prove to be a considerable challenge. Academic schedules, global team
management, international communication, software integration, global supply chain
and interpersonal cultural differences all had to be taken into account for the project to
be a success. Data exchange tools, interpersonal communication tools, protocols and
purpose-made training material for their use, and standardized management
processes all had to be developed before students could begin working together
effectively.
Several years prior to the creation of GFR, OSU and DHBW participated separately in
Formula SAE competitions for their undergraduate student’s “senior capstone”
projects. These projects were meant to give students the opportunity to put what they
had learned in the classroom into practice on real world engineering problems.
Combining the “real world” elements of design, manufacturing, testing and racing a
Formula SAE race car with the global elements of distributed design teams,
international supply chain and international team management, students on the GFR
team project would get a truly unique educational experience in global distributed
design and manufacturing.
Before a collaborative effort could begin, many questions had to be answered. What
was the purpose of collaborating? What advantages could be achieved that would
outweigh the added complications? How likely would a successful venture be?
Ultimately, any collaborative effort would be more complex than a localized effort [2].
With the addition of a global collaboration; a management structure, product logistics,
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data exchange and communication, complexity would increase and introduce risk to
the project’s success. So why collaborate?
The answers have been many and varied. The most prominent of which has been the
ability to leverage the specialized capabilities of multiple entities into one consolidated
effort. Other reasons may be to divide workload in order to increase efficiency,
increase credibility, to create a feeling of community [11]. Or, the creation of a
collaboration could be simply for the benefit of the educational experience, as many
institutions have already done [1], [6], [7], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20],
[21]. Whatever the reasons, the benefits had to be greater than the complications or
risks for a joint venture to have been considered a viable endeavor.
In the case of OSU and DHBW, the main goal of a collaboration was to create an
innovative educational experience for students in global distributed design,
manufacturing and team management. In addition, students would be able to leverage
the unique capabilities of each university’s Formula SAE team, giving a combined
team more expertise and broadening their reach to manufacturers and suppliers.
This paper discusses many of the important issues the team faced while developing
this collaboration; the creation of requirements/prerequisites for two universities to
begin a collaboration, how to structure and manage an international team of students,
and the development of the data, communication and supply chain tools students
would use in their every day collaborative tasks. The goal of this paper was to give
insight into how to approach the development of a student based collaborative design
and manufacturing project such as the one created by the GFR team.
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2

Collaboration Prerequisites

Many logistical details had to align for a partnership between two universities to
function. The leaders of the GFR team determined that the following prerequisites
would be necessary for two or more schools to begin collaborating on a complex
student project such as a Formula SAE race car.
1. Relations, Purpose & Trust- there would need to be some pre-established relations
between institutions prior to the creation of official agreements to collaborate. A
purpose for the collaboration would need to be clearly defined and agreed upon by
all collaborating parties. Finally, establishment of trust and understanding between
faculty and department administrators, at each school and between schools, would
be essential for long-term agreements.
2. Official Agreement- Contractual agreements would need to be put into place in
order to ensure the needs, liabilities and commitments of each party were clearly
outlined and agreed upon. Each side would have to understand the needs of all
other parties while negotiating these contracts. Institutions may have very distinct
differences in areas such as; legal liabilities, academic requirements and financial
accounting. In addition, each party would need to agree to the scope, purpose and
main goals of the project upon which the students would be working. All parties
would need to come to a consensus of the contracts which outlined these
requirements.
3. Departmental Support- A collaboration would need committed administrative
support from all institutions. Without full and continued support from all institutions’
Department Heads, the project Faculty Advisors and any other supporting faculty,
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a partnership would inevitably lose direction or become embroiled in bureaucracy.
These head individuals would need to be involved in the “Official Agreement”
process outlined in prerequisite 2.
4. Compatible Schedules- All institutions would need compatible yearly academic
schedules which would allow students to work simultaneously on a single project
timeline. If the project were to begin at different times for each participating group,
relationships between design teams would not be created and proper
communication between groups would not develop. The side starting late would
inevitably not be able to make up the knowledge deficit.
5. Marriage of Equals- Each partner would need to have equally strong and
complementary strengths. It must be a “marriage of equals” or one side would be
left supporting the other and the complications of a joint venture would quickly
outweigh the benefits. In the case where responsibilities of partners would not be
equal, it would be recommended to follow a “host-participant” structure akin to the
one outlined in [14], [15], [16].
6. Technical Compatibility- Software compatibility would need to exist for effective
day-to-day design work. Specifically related to vehicle design; computer aided
design (CAD), product data management (PDM), finite element analysis (FEA),
suspension analysis, engine simulation, computational fluid dynamic (CFD)
software, and all other software where data exchanged would occur, would need to
be compatible. The importance of this aspect, amount of time to install, implement,
maintain year-to-year and amount of administrative support should not be
overlooked or underestimated.
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7. Social & Cultural Compatibility- A social/cultural understanding and compatibility
between partners would need to exist. This would be especially true for
international partnerships. Cultural differences, whether they are subtle or distinct,
would need to be understood and taught to team members, either by faculty, team
leaders or written documentation from previous teams. There would also need to
be little-to-no language barrier between the collaborating parties if they were to be
highly involved with each other’s day-to-day activities.
8. Team Building- Expense and planning would need to be put into face-to-face team
building. A webcam would be no substitute for personal interaction. While it would
not be critical for the entire team to know each other face-to-face, it would be
critical for key team members to know one another. As stated in [18], “social
bonding, getting to know the team members and their wider interests, lies at the
heart of relationship management and has repercussions for the health of a global
supply chain.” If a few personal relationships were to exist, the trust and
understanding of those individuals would spread to others, allowing virtual teams to
quickly become cohesive groups.
With these prerequisites met, the GFR team expected the highest likelihood of a
successful collaboration. With these in place, work could move forward onto the
development of the team’s management structure and tools for students’ day-to-day
collaborative activities.
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3

Project Management

The next step in building the GFR collaboration was to define the team’s management
structure. It would need to be organized such that it could support the unique demands
of an international team of students who would build two FSAE race cars; one in the
US and one in Germany. First, the existing management would need to be analyzed in
order to determine which aspects needed to be kept, which to change and which to
remove or improve. The program would need to be sustainable year-to-year so
students could enter and leave the project without the team losing knowledge or
capability. The program would need technically proficient leaders to advise the
students with their tasks while allowing the students to do their own design work. Since
the participating partners of the collaboration were from different countries, the
management would also need to be able to address issues associated with cultural
differences, time differences, distributed design difficulties and interpersonal conflicts.
Prior to the start of GFR’s collaboration, each team had its own unique management
structure. At OSU, leadership and advisory rolls were filled by graduate students who
were capable of being highly involved in the day-to-day progress of the project. In
contrast, at DHBW highly motivated alumni members with fulltime jobs provided
guidance to the students through email and weekend workshops. This posed some
interesting questions on how to integrate the two groups’ responsibilities, considering
the main purpose of each was the same, which was to advise and provide technical
leadership. Yet, the advisors’ roles were inherently different since at OSU, the advisors
were students and at DHBW, they were not.
Article A4.1 and A4.2 of the “Formula SAE Rules” [9] convey that “design work and
engineering decisions must be conducted by graduate or undergraduate students
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seeking a degree.” This meant non-student advisors (faculty, alumni and industry
professionals) could give sound engineering advice but could not make design
decisions for the students. Thus roles had to be clearly defined such that the two
management groups could be integrated while not violating the FSAE rules. This
structure will be elaborated on further in the paper.
The next problem faced by the management was the year-to-year sustainability of the
program. From the simple nature of a senior capstone project, the students working on
the project would change every year. At OSU and DHBW it would not be uncommon
for ninety percent or more of the seniors to be new and unfamiliar with the project’s
details. With such a high turnover rate, the knowledge and capability of the team could
dramatically ebb and flow if knowledge was not kept within the team and transferred
year-to-year.
Coupled with the high turnover rate, Formula SAE projects require a vast amount of
knowledge from the students who engineer the vehicle, develop marketing plans,
coordinate purchases, communicate with sponsors and manage the team. It would
take several years of experience working with the team for students to become
competent enough to manage the project or lead others in a particular discipline.
Therefore knowledge transfer was a key requirement for the team and GFR built many
modes of knowledge transfer into its organization to help facilitate year-to-year project
stability, overcome steep learning curves and develop competent student leaders.
These modes include:


Graduate students employed as teaching assistants to the program, all of which

would have several years of experience on the team.
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An advisory committee of highly knowledgeable and experienced mentors who

would share their knowledge and experiences with the students.


Underclassmen included in team and senior level projects in order to allow them to

gain experience before they were given major responsibilities.


Students exchanged between DHBW and OSU to promote team communication,

cultural understanding, knowledge of institution’s capabilities and gain experience.


Clear requirements for project documentation built into senior capstone and

graduate level projects to prevent “tribal knowledge”.
To further the year-to-year stability of the program, the team’s management would
need to be capable of foreseeing and mitigating potentially damaging decisions which
could hurt the program as a whole. An example of which could be inexperienced
students choosing to make large changes to the high level design which would require
more that a season’s worth of work for the whole team. Therefore, the high level
project scope for a subsequent season would be determined by the student leaders,
faculty advisors and project advisors from the previous season. This group would be
defined as a Steering Committee for the team.
Finally, a means for maintaining equality between the two sides was needed. To
ensure the needs of both schools were maintained, all management levels needed an
equal counterpart on the opposite side. This parallel management structure would
require all members, top-to-bottom, to communicate with their international
counterpart. This would also give each side equal means for negotiation of any
disputed matter.
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Moreover, this structure would provide a means to manage interpersonal conflicts
within the team. As stated in [2], “overcoming cultural risks requires special human
skills from the management.” With complementary management on each side,
conflicts could be discussed by experienced individuals from both cultural standpoints
making fair solutions easier to create with less risk of cultural misunderstanding.
After considering the factors discussed above, the structure of the team began to
materialize as seen in Figure 1. The team structure was divided into three main tiers:
Upper Management, Student Management, and Student Groups, where each role
would be equally represented on each side of the collaboration.

Figure 1: GFR management structure
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Steering Committee- This group would be comprised of each school’s Faculty Advisor,
the student Technical Directors and Project Advisors who are the most involved and
experienced with the student project. The Steering Committee would consist of
approximately eight individuals but would always have an equal numbers of committee
members on each side in order to equally represent the needs of each school. The
ultimate purpose of this committee would be to define high level project scope and
maintain the welfare and purpose of the collaboration. Decisions would be agreed
upon through a majority vote if a consensus could not be reached. High level project
goals would be defined by these individuals since the Faculty Advisors understand the
needs of the school, the students Technical Directors would have the most up-to-date
information on the status of the project and student capability, and the Lead Advisors
would provide a wealth of experience and knowledge. It is important to note that while
high level project scopes would be defined by the Steering Committee, engineering
and business decisions would be made by the students.
Department Heads- These individuals are appointed by the university and lead the
schools which support the project teams. These individuals provide school support for
the project.
Faculty Advisors- These individuals would be faculty members, one from each school,
and would assume departmental responsibility for the team. The Faculty Advisors
would ensure that the students would have the tools needed to fulfill their academic
requirements while participating in the GFR collaboration. These individuals hold
ultimate say in the management’s personnel composition to ensure all students have
the proper environment to fulfill their academic requirements.
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Technical Directors- This role would be filled by two to four of the most experienced
students on the team, each with one or more years of experience and strong
leadership qualities. They would be charged with high level system engineering
decisions and other critical engineering decisions. These individuals would be
engaged in daily communication with all levels of management and student designers
and thus would also need strong communication skills. These individuals would be
expected to have a driving interest in the success of the team and a positive “can do”
attitude.
Key knowledge aspects would need to be distributed among these individuals.
Specifically for the GFR team, the knowledge and expertise of Technical Directors
would need to cover: vehicle dynamics, suspension design and manufacturing, engine
tuning, simulation and maintenance, electronic wiring, data acquisition, drivetrain
design and manufacturing, brake design, structural composite analysis and
manufacturing, vehicle testing, vehicle driver training, CAD structure and management,
supply chain management, and team finances.
Ultimately, these individuals oversee the fabrication of the vehicle and monitor build
quality. It would also be the Technical Director’s responsibility to supervise students in
their tasks and ensure teams were working together properly and communicating
regularly.
Lead/Supporting Advisors- This group would be a board of project mentors comprised
of individuals, each with one or more years of experience with the team. They could be
students, university faculty or industrial professionals. These individuals would provide
knowledgeable technical advice on specific topics. Lead Advisors would be those that
were the most frequently involved with the students, the most knowledgeable on the
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project and would have time to commit to be members of the Steering Committee. The
group of Lead and Supporting Advisors could be as large as necessary while still being
manageable. Their purpose would be to guide student projects with engineering advice
while still allowing the students to make their own engineering decisions. These
individuals would be in regular communication with the Technical Directors as well as
individual students. These individuals would evaluate student performance in their
specific topic and provide feedback to faculty advisors.
Technical management- This group would consist of 1-3 individuals per school. These
students would ideally have prior experience with the project, but this would not be
required. Ultimately, these individuals would need to show strong leadership potential
and communication skills. They would communicate critical information between subteam leads, coordinate group work sessions during both design and manufacturing
phases, identify critical deadlines and ensure all team level deadlines were on time.
They would communicate daily with the Technical Directors about engineering
decisions and team progress. These individuals would also coordinate approval for
purchases for products selected by student engineers.
Team Organization- This group of 1-3 students per school would be responsible for
coordinating team events, sponsor visits, team clothing, developing marketing plans,
coordinating

sponsorships,

collecting

team

money,

collecting

team

waivers,

maintaining the team website and other public relation venues. This group could be
comprised of several smaller sub groups as necessary and would be advised by
individuals from the Upper Management.
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Supply Chain Management- This group of 2-4 students per side would be exclusively
responsible for coordinating part-sourcing for the team. They would be responsible for
developing and maintaining tools to help track: part sourcing information,
manufacturing processes, international shipping information, taxes and tariffs, for each
part. These tools would be provided to the student engineers to fill out the information
for their parts and that information would be used by the engineers and team leaders
to identify sourcing locations. The Supply Chain Management group and the student
engineers would then bear equal responsibility in ensuring that all parts arrive in a
timely manner and at their correct destinations. This group would be advised by
individuals from the Upper Management.
Subteam Leads- Student subteam leaders would be identified as those showing strong
leadership traits within their group and/or those excelling within their group with their
day-to-day tasks. Due to these individuals’ highly motivated nature, they would
naturally know the most about their subteam’s project. Technical Directors and
Technical Management would communicate system level changes to these individuals
and the Subteam Lead would then communicate that information down to their group.
They would also be responsible for monitoring the progress of their subteam to ensure
it was on task, on time and on budget.
Subteam Members- These students would be tasked to work within small subteams of
2-4 on specific topics defined by the Upper Management. These individuals would be
responsible for the design, manufacturing, testing and documenting of their project.
Particular care would need to be spent on documentation of their processes and
experiences as this would be the direct means for the evaluation of their academic
grade and transferring their knowledge year-to-year.
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The definition of these positions made the hierarchy of the team and roles of
individuals clear to all members involved.

With the team’s management structure

defined, tools could be developed for individuals to begin using. Data management,
communication and supply chain tools could be developed such that individuals at
each level of the team could have access to appropriate information for their day-today tasks.
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4

Data Management and Communication

With the team management in place, the next step to developing the collaboration was
to put the tools in place that the team would use to communicate, share data and
manage their time. As stated in [22], “global organizations can be successful only if
they have reliable systems in place that allow speedy access to information in a variety
of forms, from data to complex drawings. Global organizations will need information
technology (IT) systems that will permit fast, reliable transfer of data to any point on
the globe”. This was precisely the GFR team’s need for product data management
(PDM) software. With a time frame of 12 weeks to design a race car and 30 weeks to
build, test and race two identical copies, time could not be wasted with inefficient data
exchange. This meant the GFR team would need fast, reliable transfer of information
between its two schools. Moreover, DHBW students spent two of their four terms
abroad at one of their employers’ sites elsewhere in Germany or the world. This meant
information transfer and communication would need to be possible from anywhere on
the globe. Additionally, time could not be spent teaching students to use an overly
complicated system, thus the PDM system would need to be simple and easy to learn.
Since CAD data comprised the majority of the team’s product information during the
design phase, it was critical that all designing parties had access to the same parts,
assemblies and drawings. With nearly one hundred students, all potentially modifying
data within the same CAD model simultaneously, files would need to have user
permission and file change management to prevent overwritten, deleted or out of date
information. Physical geographic separation would need to be considered for users to
have adequate connection speeds. Also, the system had to accommodate and work
with the different network protocols and firewalls at each university.
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After reviewing the resources available to each school, an appropriate CAD software
was selected. It was essential that the same version of the CAD software was used
regardless of computer or geographic location. Licenses purchased by each university
had to give designers access to the same capabilities within the software. Since both
schools received their licenses through separate distributors and under different
contracts with the software company, coordination of both institutions’ IT departments
was needed.
Beyond CAD data, all other metadata also had to be managed. This data included any
documentation,

purchasing,

manufacturing

information,

shipping

information,

schedules, or pictures, for a given part. Product data management softwares provide
data storage, document management, revision/change and access control, project
management tools, workflow management tools, and simple interfaces with other
software programs. PDM systems come in many configurations [23] and scopes thus
GFR had to identify which was best for its use.
With the above information in hand, several requirements for GFR’s PDM system were
defined:


Fast, reliable global access to data



Compatibility with both schools’ network and firewall



Windows OS compatible; “English” and “German” Windows



Compatible with CAD files & MS Office files



Multi-user secured access and revision control



Simple installation and implementation



Simple to learn and use



Quality technical support



Software available in both countries
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After evaluating several software packages against the team’s requirements, as listed
above, a PDM software program was selected.
This PDM software provided a web portal for viewing 3D products and related
documents that were stored in the PDM database. This capability allowed data to be
accessed and reviewed from anywhere with an internet connection. The PDM software
was compatible with Windows and the team’s CAD software. It could store and
categorize any file type in its database and allowed the user to create links between
different files. This meant that a part’s metadata could be centralized to the part itself,
improving project management and project workflow. The PDM software incorporated
decision-support features, easy search and query tools, multi user redlining options
and manipulation tools for over 200 different file types with an advanced security and
authorization mechanism with data secured in an electronic vault.
With this software, most of the team’s needs were met. Although much was unknown
about the complexity of its installation and implementation, it was believed that with a
partnership between the university and the software developer, those difficulties would
be minimal. After several months of discussion with the company, a full partnership
was not achieved but the software was acquired.
After several months of work, a very simple deployment of the software was successful
within OSU’s university network. Due to lack of technical support, a more sophisticated
deployment of the software, bridging OSU and DHBW’s networks, was not practically
possible with the resources available.
Most data exchange systems offered by software companies were, at that time,
difficult to install and manage [24]. In Ref. [24], the authors found that the largest
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factor to cause the implementation of a PDM system to fail was lack of management
support, and that PDM integration had to be driven by the company executive.
Understanding the technological challenge this presented, the team was determined to
find an adequate solution but lacked full school or corporate IT support. From the
team’s initial failure and limited availability of resources, a different allocation in
priorities for the PDM system had to be made.
The team’s initial priorities were on the level of integration with the CAD software and
what capabilities the PDM software had. Applying the lessons learned from the team’s
first attempt, the priority changed to ease of installation and quality of company
technical support. After, again, evaluating several software packages, a different PDM
software package was selected. It met all the team’s requirements to some degree or
another, but it was selected mainly for its high level of available tech support from the
software company. After attending a seminar on the installation process and spending
several months installing the software, a successful deployment was made with the
software functioning over a web based gateway with data accessible from within either
OSU’s or DHBW’s school networks.
The team had reasonable success with this new PDM software but its main drawback
was its complexity. Maintaining and administering the software was beyond the
capabilities of the students managing the team. The software was also difficult to use,
making its learning curve very steep. Further complicating the situation, the database
server was located at OSU and not mirrored at DHBW. This was due to lack of IT
resources and the necessity of simple software deployment. This made connection
speeds very slow in Germany and sometimes caused data to be lost or corrupt.
Students quickly developed an acute dislike for the software and this hindered
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progress with their project. After using and developing this PDM software for two
years, little progress was made toward improvement to its usability. Because of these
and other technical complications, use of this software was cancelled. This again
stemmed from a lack in the team’s IT resources and capabilities.
Coupling the repeated problem of minimal IT resources and the issue with software
complexity, the GFR team again reevaluated its requirements for a PDM software.
This time complete emphasis was placed on simplicity of installation, administration
and use. The team’s PDM system was reduced to a web based sharing server for
documentation and to a synchronized file sharing server for CAD data and other files
not supported by the web based server. By doing this, CAD data was no longer
integrated with product meta-data, however this was seen as an acceptable
compromise due to the system’s simplicity.
Use of Google’s suite of integrated web base applications; Email, Documents,
Calendar and Sites, was a solution which the GFR team used with great success.
Documents could be viewed and edited in real-time by multiple users, from anywhere
in the world. Calendars could be made by any individual and shared with the team
helping to schedule meetings between dozens of people and different timezones.
Websites were an easy way to post progress, presentations and links to important
documents. All these features were easy to use made it equally easy for students to
learn. Due to its usability, students found these web applications as useful tools rather
than a necessary burden.
System administration was necessary for creating accounts and defining permissions
to access or change certain features and information. Students were able to manage
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this without difficulty. Since these features were a service from Google, software
installation and maintenance was nonexistent. This fact removed the source of IT
problems the team had with previous PDM softwares. However the drawback was that
this solution was not a true product data management software. CAD files could not be
uploaded while still keeping part-to-part associations, meaning opening a CAD
assembly file would not open the part files within the assembly. For this reason, CAD
files, and other data files not supported by the Google database, had to have a
separate system to share information.
The simplest solution the team could devise for these files, while still allowing fast
connection speeds, permission control, and correct CAD file operation, was to keep all
files in a Windows folder structure, duplicated on a server at each university, and then
use a third party software to synchronize the two servers. Using Windows security
settings, permissions were assigned to individual folders based off their contents and
the individuals that needed to access that information. This required a clearly defined
folder structure to ensure groups of individuals had access to the correct information.
The folder hierarchy was built based off an indentured part numbering structure for the
vehicle which the team was designing. The indentured part structure can be seen in
the Appendix, and the resulting folder structure can be seen in Figure 2. This process
had several drawbacks: access was limited to within the universities’ networks, folder
permissions were not transferred between the two servers and backup and revision
control had to be done manually or with a third party software.
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Figure 2: synchronized folder structure from OSU server
In order for part information on the web based system to remain connected with the
CAD files on the synchronized drive, some parallelism between the two systems had
to be created. Therefore, subteam responsibilities, websites, document folder
structures, document names, email groups and email threads were divided or labeled
to match an appropriate level of the indentured part numbering system. For example, a
part within the Suspension subsystem would have a part number beginning with
“GFR_11_20” were “GFR” designated the team, “11” designated the year the part was
created and “20” designated the part belonged to the Suspension system. Therefore,
website headings, document titles and email threads related to this part would start
with the same, “GFR_11_20” designation; or in some cases simply “20”. This way,
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team structures, file organization, email conversations and even website navigation,
were all connected to a part or system of the vehicle.
With this pseudo PDM system functioning and an organizational structure created for
it, the next step was to develop protocols for the use of these data and communication
tools. As stated in Ref. [1] “communications tooling needs more attention than the
engineering tooling.”
Email was a critical form of communication and data exchange for all members on a
day-to-day basis. With well defined communication rules set by the team and enforced
throughout the collaboration, email became a very effective way of communicating
information over the team’s large, complex and geographically distributed community.
One of the simplest and useful email rules the team employed was the use of
“subteam” mailing lists. All members were assigned to one or more mailing lists
depending on their area of responsibility. If any information was communicated about a
subject, an email thread was created and discussion began between the necessary
parties. The key was to address the email to the particular individuals of interest and to
C.C. the subteam mailing list which applied to the topic. By doing this, the whole
subteam was aware of the interactions of their members and team leaders were able
to follow conversations in the event they needed to intervene. A drawback of this
method was possible email “overload”. However, with properly enforced rules on new
thread creation, well organized mailing lists and automatic email sorting, email became
a very efficient way of communicating for the team.
While email was an effective form of communication, it was not enough to effectively
design in a virtual team. Video conferencing became necessary for more in-depth
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discussions. Weekly internationally meetings, in addition to daily email communication,
were a mandatory event to keep teams up-to-date with each other’s progress.
Scheduling meetings proved to be a constant challenge. Meetings with sometimes a
dozen members, stretched across nine time zones (sometimes more), with all
members having a unique work or class schedule, was something every member had
to understand and compromise with. For this reason it was a common expectation that
some meetings would need to take place late in the evening or early in the morning.
Each member was required to post their schedule on their Google calendar and share
it with their team. By doing this, meeting times could be determined with relative ease.
In order to conduct their conferences, a free internet telecommunication tool was used.
All members were required to create an account and team leaders distributed every
team member’s contact with all other members. This not only provided the team with a
means for video conferences, but it was also a convenient way to have impromptu
verbal conversations or chats via its instant messenger. For that functionality to work, it
was a mandatory requirement for team members to login to the communication
software first thing when they sat down to begin working on tasks.
In order for conference calls to be effective, several conferencing rules had to be
implemented. Many standard practices for conference calling were available; following
any of them would be adequate. For further information on the complications
encountered by international student group communication, Ref.’s [16], [25], [26]
provided a good frame work to follow. In addition to common conference call practices,
it was found that students working in the collaboration routinely needed to be reminded
of the following rules.
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If several users were in the same conference and in the same room;
o

Use only one microphone and a set of speakers

o

Or, have all members in the room use their own headsets

o

Never have a combination of the above two scenarios.



Mute the microphone if not speaking.



For native English speakers;



o

Speak clearly and PRONUNCIATE.

o

Do not speak slowly, but do not speak quickly, simply speak clearly.

o

Do not use slang.

o

Do not use overly complicated words or sentence structures.

For non native English speakers,
o

If something is not understood, do not be afraid to stop the conversation and
explain in your native language.

o

Do not be afraid to ask for another explanation if something does not make
sense.



If discussing the contents of a document, send the document or a link to its
location in the communication software chat window.

With these systems and protocols in place, students would be able to go about their
daily collaboration activities once they learned how to use them. Thus, a means for
teaching the students to use these systems had to be devised. Since the nature of a
capstone design project requires students to document their work, much of the easily
knowledge acquired by the team would lie in written documentation. For this reason a
team Wiki was created on the team’s Google Sites. With this wiki, the team would
have a centralized location for team rules and protocols, student reports, testing data,
history of the team and any other pertinent information. This would provide students
with the means to teach themselves and others about the team, the engineering
behind what they would be working on and what members from previous years had
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learned. Ultimately, the wiki would be a main source for knowledge transfer and would
help to alleviate the issue of tribal knowledge and lost year-to-year knowledge.
With data exchange and communications clearly defined, students had the adequate
tools for design. The next step in the collaboration was defining how parts would be
manufactured and sourced. To accomplish this, a system for global supply chain
management had to be created.
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5

Supply Chain Management

Methods for product-sourcing become significantly more complicated once parts can
come from two or more countries at once. “Global organizations will have to make
effective use of suppliers anywhere in the world to benefit from lower manufacturing
costs and proximity to a given construction site” [22]. This meant a well organized
supply chain management (SCM) team and tools for their use would be critical during
the team’s manufacturing and assembly phases.
Part-sourcing had to begin concurrently with the design phase. Regardless of where a
system was being designed, there had to be a source for the part to be purchased or
manufactured. For every component, the question had be asked: “buy or
manufacture?”; “source in Germany, source in the US, or both?”; “which company to
source from?”; “ship components individually or all in one big box?”; “how many
shipments to send in each direction?”; “which parts would arrive in which shipment?”
All were very simple questions for any individual part or circumstance, but given
several hundred or a few thousand parts, the task of answering those questions for
each part becomes very complicated. In order to help the process of making these
decisions, tools had to be created that allowed: designers to match manufacturers with
their designed parts, schedules to be made for manufacturing sequences, and
shipments and part orders to be organized in order to save costs.
International considerations beyond simply purchasing parts also had to be taken into
account. Costs on the same merchandise could differ greatly from the US to Germany,
so research had to be done on each side of the globe to find the best price. Beyond
the value on the price tag, international taxes and tariffs also had to be factored into
the price. For example, purchased parts from the US that were shipped to to Germany
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were subject to 19% value added tax plus a 1-5% duty. Student built parts and
donated parts were also subject to taxes and duty. The SCM and team leaders had to
pay particular attention to these details as not to accumulate unnecessary costs.
To meet these challenges, the GFR team developed its own Google web based tool
which tracked all pertinent part information. This “part evaluation” tool allowed team
leaders and the SCM team to identify groups of parts that could be manufactured in
the same locations based on their manufacturing processes. In addition, parts that
could to be sourced from a single company would need to be identified, allowing single
consolidated purchases to be made. Finally, the tools had to be simple enough for
students to use and administer.

Figure 3: Part Evaluation Sheet creation form.
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For each part, the student responsible would fill out a web based form with the part
number and other pertinent information such as; quantities, material, manufacturing
procedures, manufacturing location, etc. This form would then automatically populate a
subsystem’s bill of materials (BOM) list. An example of a part creation form can be
seen in Figure 3. This tool would also track the status of parts, indicating the phase of
development or production the part was in. This feature provided designers quick
visual indications for which parts were falling behind and which were on time. An
example of this tool can be seen in Figure 4. Management groups could then use this
tool to track progress of all subsystems easily from anywhere in the world due to the
system being integrated with in the private GFR team website.

Figure 4: Part Evaluation Sheet, embedded within the GFR team website.
Finally, all tools were designed to allow continued development throughout the years.
By keeping the tools simple, students could improve usability and functionality year
after year, without an enormous learning curve before they can start. Beyond simple
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improvements, students were allowed to do something rather unique. They were
allowed to devise and refine a management system and actually implement the
changes on the functioning organization. This provided students a level of educational
experience in systems management engineering that was difficult to achieve
elsewhere. This ultimately closed the loop on the main goal and purpose of the project;
to create a fully collaborative design and manufacturing project with real world
implications, all while providing innovative educational experiences for its students.
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6

Conclusion

Purpose, support, planning, organization and technical capability; these were all the
elements necessary for the Global Formula Racing team to develop a global
distributed design project between OSU and DHBW. Both schools joined the venture
with clear and open expectations. The project took several years of preparation before
its debut and as of 2010, was in its 3rd year of a 5 year collaborative agreement
between the universities.
The result of this work was the development of a team management system which
allowed students to organize an international engineering team to work as a single unit
on a complex engineering design and manufacturing task. This management structure
clearly defined the roles and responsibilities for individuals from university
administration, down to student engineers. Practical tools were also developed for
students to use during their day-to-day engineering activities. These tools included a
product data management system that was simple enough for students to manage,
maintain and use; a system for communicating complex engineering information
between persons distributed around the globe; and finally, a tool for tracking part
information across a global supply chain.
In the 2010 Formula SAE season, the GFR team was able to build a unique
collaborative venture unlike anything the FSAE racing community had ever seen. They
earned 1st place victories in three of the six competitions they attended with their two
identically built race cars. While this was a significant note of achievement, the true
success lied with the experience the students received from working on the project.
Students were faced with the real world, everyday problems of an engineer. Students
had to organized and manage their time in conjunction with their local and international
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peers. Students had to learn and apply technically complicated engineering processes
quickly to accomplish their assigned tasks. They learned to communicate technical
information and ideas through multimedia, to an international community. They learned
how to source and track parts across a global supply chain. Ultimately, as a result of
this project, students learned many aspects of how to be engineers within a globally
distributed team.
While many aspects of this paper were specific to the GFR team, the intent of this
paper was to give a general framework for other universities to follow in order to create
their own successful collaborative partnerships. As a result of this project, students
were able to not only collaboratively design and build their vehicle, but were able to
learn invaluable lessons as an engineer working in an ever-diversifying world. While
many difficulties were faced, students learned practical skills beyond the classroom,
ultimately making them highly valued engineering graduates.
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